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Mankind has never faced anything quite like this.
Pandemics? The Earth isn’t new to those. But never before in history has the world been so connected the gears of human civilization coming to a great shuddering stop, albeit temporarily, has been evidence
of that.
Perhaps what has stood out the most in responses to the COVID-19 pandemic worldwide, has been
a hushed coming together of people, united in their uncertainty. We can each, sitting in our homes, only
try to guess at what changes here on out - and indeed, things will change. What presents itself is a blank
slate. Amidst all the disruption and turmoil, a hopeful reminder remains - we determine how things
change.
At IIT Technology Ambit, we would like to use the platform we have been given, to highlight some of
the fantastic efforts being put in, by our Scientists, Medical Professionals, Engineers. To remind India
and the world, that technology is worth the effort and the money and the time - because it is in times like
this, that its value to the world really shines through.
In this April issue of 2020, we shine a spotlight on some of the work being done collaboratively by
students and professors of the IIT’s - Kharagpur, Kanpur & Bombay- dropping everything to focus on a
greater cause. We look at the challenges that face resolving the most pressing question on everyone’s
minds - where is a vaccine? We look at ingenious ways in which Statistical Modelling and Artificial
Intelligence are being used to pre-empt and tackle this disease - including some original research, released
to the public for the first time, by this publication. How Robotics is bringing a paradigm shift to
treatment and diagnosis in India. And finally, to lighten up things in a news environment saturated to the
gills with dire stories about COVID, we continue our 3 part series on the exciting Hyperloop.
Science and Technology are, and will remain, the cornerstones of our societies. Along with the
extraordinary humanity and compassion flowing across the world today, Science alone is the beacon
that shines bright giving us hope - that we will be led out through this tunnel, into a world that we can
dare to hope will be better. Stay safe and stay at home. We hope you enjoy reading what we’ve put
together.

Pranav Krishnan
Editorial Head
To reach out with feedback, collaborations, submissions, or just to chat with us about the tech we love
to talk about email us at connect@iit-techambit.in
Stay up to date with our latest stories on Science, Technology and Business stories from the Pan IIT
eco-system and India, by following our social media:
https://www.facebook.com/iit.tech.ambit
https://www.instagram.com/iit_techambit/
https://iit-techambit.in/
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IIT Kharagpur innovates
to breathe life into
the fight against COVID-19:

Automating the ventilator so that continual operator intervention is not needed
requires three basic components:

1

A source of input energy
to drive the device.

A cheap, novel Ventilator design
Guest written by- Rishabh Singh
Edited by- Pranav Krishnan

D

uring a pandemic like COVID-19,
where respiratory complications are
the leading cause of death, ventilators play
a vital role in saving lives. Unfortunately,
the number of available ventilators in
India (estimated at around 20000) is much
lesser compared to the demand that will be
set (around 2 lakh). Thus in order to deal
with this crisis, the production of cheap,
readily available ventilators is crucial.
We at IIT Kharagpur are developing
our own low-cost ventilator with all the
essential features to assist the healthcare system. The idea is to produce
a low cost electronically controlled
ventilator, which has been designed using
previously
available
items
such
as Ambu bags. Automating these
ventilators can have a significant impact in
the fight against this pandemic as this will
enable medical personnel to handle more
cases simultaneously and reduce their
workload. We have developed a testing
prototype for ₹12,500 - whereas the
final model that will be deployed with
industrial and medical grade sensors is
estimated at ₹ 30k.
The team is being guided by Prof.
Aditya Bandopadhyay, and it includes
Himanshu Raj Khandelwal, Shivam
Kumar Panda, Adarsh Patnaik, Jaydeep
Godbole, Het Shah and myself. We
thank the Director IIT Kharagpur and
the institute for its complete support.
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A

How does a
Ventilator work?

mechanical ventilator is an automatic machine designed
to provide all or part of the work the body must do to move
gas into and out of the lungs - bringing oxygen to the lungs and
taking carbon dioxide out of the lungs. The amount of oxygen the
patient receives can be controlled through a monitor connected
to the ventilator.

3

A means of monitoring the
output performance of the
device and the condition
of the patient.

“The idea is to produce a low cost electronically
controlled ventilator, which has been designed using
previously available items such as Ambu bags”
The simplest mechanical device we could devise to
assist a person’s breathing would be a hand-driven,
syringe-type pump that is fitted to the person’s mouth
and nose using a mask. A variation of this is the
self-inflating, elastic resuscitation bag. Both of these require
one-way valve arrangements to cause air to flow from the
device into the lungs when the device is compressed, and out
from the lungs to the atmosphere as the device is expanded. These
arrangements are not automatic, requiring an operator to
supply the energy to push the gas into the lungs through
the mouth and nose. Thus, such devices are not considered
mechanical ventilators.

The Innovation
What
did we
innovate?
Humidifier
Air Humidifier:

“The number of available ventilators in India
(estimated at around 20000) is much lesser
compared to the demand that will be set (around 2 lakh).”

2

A means of converting
input energy into output
energy in the form of pressure
and flow to regulate the
timing and size of breaths.

CAD model of the ventilator -

Maintaining Positive End Expiratory
Pressure:
Maintaining Positive End Expiratory
While
many are trying to develop low-cost
Pressure

ventilators,
ignoreto maintaining
While many
many designs
are trying
develop low-cost
positive
end-expiratory
pressure
(theignore
pressure
in
ventilators,
many
designs
maintaining
When we
we breathe
breathe naturally,
naturally, the
the airair gets
gets
the lungs
present
after expiration),
which(the
prevents
positive
end-expiratory
pressure
pressure in
warmedand
up humidified
and
humidified
on going
warm
going through
the the alveoli from collapsing in unhealthy lungs.
the lungs present after expiration), which prevents
through
tract,thewhich
is not
respiratorythe
tract,respiratory
which is not
case when
the alveoli from collapsing in unhealthy lungs.
the support
case when
the support
is provided
externally.is So,provided
there
Human
triggered breathing support
externally.
So, there
is ahumidifying
dedicated and
unit
is a dedicated
unit for
for
humidifying
warming ICU-Ventilathe air as in a for Human
warming
the air as and
in a standard
Synchronized
Ventilation
triggered
breathing cycle:
support
standard
Ventilator
is typically
tor (whichICU
is typically
much(which
more expensive).
It is for
very important
for a ventilator
to provide
Synchronized
Ventilation
cycle
much more expensive).
support
in
sync
with
the
patient’s
breathing
cycle,
It is very important for a ventilator to provide
as opposed
fixedwith
breathing
cycle -breathing
not doingcycle, as
System Check:
supporttoinasync
the patient’s
System
Check
so
would
be
uncomfortable
for
the
patient
and so
opposed to a fixed breathing cycle - not doing
There is a watchdog timer that resets the system
- so these external
cycles are
There
resetsoftheallsystem
would beeffects
uncomfortable
for the patient
and has
in
caseisofa watchdog
any failure.timer
The that
behavior
the has harmful
triggered
by
the
patient’s
breathing
effort,
by
in
case
of
any
failure.
The
behavior
of
all
the
harmful effects - so these external cycles are
sensors are also monitored and an alarm is raised
a negative
sensors
are isalso
monitored and an alarm is raised if detecting
triggered
by the pressure.
patient’s breathing effort, by
if
any fault
identified.
any fault is identified.
detecting a negative pressure.
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How was it designed?
T

QnA

o automate the ventilator, we needed to integrate the various sensors with a microcontroller and
microprocessor, which would then send the control instructions to the system to maintain the
as per
per requirement.
requirement. These
Thesesensors
sensorsareareused
used
measure
pressure,
airflow,
temperature,
performance as
to to
measure
pressure,
airflow,
temperature,
oxygen and
and CO2
CO2 content
contentininthe
thesystem,
system,at atrequired
required
places.
is first
verified,
humidity, oxygen
places.
TheThe
datadata
is first
verified,
then then
with set
set values
valuestotoidentify
identifythe
theperformance
performanceof of
system.
is also
transmitted
compared with
thethe
system.
ThisThis
datadata
is also
transmitted
over over
the the
monitor more
more number
number of
of patients
patients remotely.
remotely.
internet to mobile devices so that each medical personnel can monitor

How
Howwas
wasthis
thiseffort
effortconceptualized?
conceptualized?
Tell
.
Tellususabout
aboutyour
yourteam
team:

ventilator from
onlineonline
and inresources
books, and
we and
readthen
and we
discussed
other
such ventilators’
First, we studied about the ventilator
andthen
books,
read and
discussed
other
design
and limitations.
we came up
withwe
overall
andarchitecture
design of the
Ambu
Bagof the
such
ventilators’
design Then
and limitations.
Then
came system
up witharchitecture
overall system
and
design
ventilator,
tidal volume
andvolume
flow rate
The
controlThe
system
wassystem
developed
in three Stages:
Ambu
Bag with
ventilator,
with tidal
andcontrol.
flow rate
control.
control
was developed
in three
Stages:
Hence, finally, we achieved a control system for
the ventilator with a dynamic breathing cycle that
assists the patient to breathe to the required tidal
volume (the normal volume of air displaced in the lungs
between inhalation and exhalation).
We created a Simulink model of Lungs and
studied its behavior under different conditions. Then
we created a ventilator model to support the
Under Respiring condition and tuned it for optimum
performance. We used a PID control algorithm on
the simulation, but on the actual hardware, we will be
using Adaptive-PID.

1

Stage

We developed a
mathematical model based
on the parameters of a
normal lung.
Stage

2

We added a ventilator system
to the under respiring lungs
along with a controller.

Stage

3

We tried to make the
ventilator respond according
to the breathing of the
patient.

“We created a Simulink model of Lungs and
studied its behavior under different conditions.
Then we created a ventilator model to support
the Under Respiring condition and tuned it for
optimum performance. We used a PID control
algorithm on the simulation, but on the actual
hardware, we will beusing Adaptive-PID.”
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We see that with the proposed
We see that with the proposed controller
controller system of the ventilation
system of the ventilation support we are able to
support we are able to assist the
assist the lungs and provide the required tidal
lungs and provide the required tidal
volume. The ventilation is able to provide
volume. The ventilation is able to
support
at
the
same
frequency of the
provide support at the same
patient’s breathing rate. But, we can also observe
frequency of the patient’s breathing
that there are vibrations due to which the
rate. But, we can also observe that
pressure is reaching 35 cm H2O, which may
there are vibrations due to which
be harmful to the patient. Hence, we need to tune
the pressure is reaching 35 cm
the PID controller for better results.
H2O, which may be harmful to the
patient. Hence, we need to tune the
Tuning
the model
PID
controller
for better results.
Now
we
are
developing
a
hardware
prototype
will be tested rigorously before
On
tuning that
the model:
being sent for medical evaluation and approval.
Now we are developing a
The
main
challenge
now
is
arranging
hardware prototype that will be
sensors
during
this
lockdown.
Once
tested rigorously before being sent
the
sensors
arrive at our lab in IIT KGP, it
for medical evaluation and approval.
will take around a couple of weeks to
The main challenge now is
develop
the
first
prototype
along with
arranging sensors during this
software and controls. Then
it
will
be
lockdown. Once the sensors
rigorously
tested
under
medical
superviarrive at our lab in IIT KGP, it will
sion and modified accordingly for another 2
take around a couple of weeks
weeks. Thus, we expect the product will get ready
to develop the first prototype
around end of May.
along with software and controls.
Then it will be rigorously
tested under medical supervision and modified accordingly for
another 2 weeks. Thus, we expect the
product will get ready around May-end.

The
Theproject
project was
was started
started byby Prof.
Prof. Aditya
Aditya
Bandopadhyay,
Bandopadhyay,Department
DepartmentofofMechanical
Mechanical
Engineering,
Engineering,IIT
IITKharagpur,
Kharagpur,who
whoproposed
proposed
ananinitial
initialdesign
designofofthis
thistotoDRDO
DRDOand
andgot
got
approval
Some members of
approvalfor
forthe
thesame.
same.Some
the
theteam
teamwere
are on campus while others are
were
contributing
remotely.
divided
contributing
remotely.
We We
divide
work
the
work ourselves
amongst based
ourselves
based on in
ourthe
among
on expertise
expertise
in the
and regular
kept
respective
fieldsrespective
and keepfields
sharing
sharing
to which present
other their
updatesregular
to whichupdates
other members
members
theirAll
suggestions.
All the
valuablepresented
suggestions.
the team members
team
are in
experienced
a
are members
experienced
robotics with
background,
robotics
background,
including
in the Vehicle
including
in the Autonomous
Ground
Autonomous
Ground
Vehicle
Groupin
Research Group
(AGV),
and Research
share expertise
(AGV),
share expertisedepartments
in various such as
variousand
interdisciplinary
interdisciplinary
departments such
as
Mechanical, Instrumentation,
Computer
Mechanical,
Computer
Science andInstrumentation,
Electrical.
Science and Electrical.

What is the pathway going forward?
What
is thethis
pathway
Currently,
project going
is beingforward?
funded by

Currently,
this project
is collaboration
being fundedwith
by
IIT Kharagpur
directly in
IIT
Kharagpur
directly
in collaboration
with
DRDO,
and once
the prototype
is ready and
DRDO,
oncereach
the prototype
is ready and
tested, and
we will
out to companies
for
tested,
weuswill
reach out to this
companies
for
helping
in manufacturing
on a large
helping
scale. us in manufacturing this on a large
scale.
We hope our cost-effective design will
We
hope
our cost-effective
come
to fruition
very soon and design
could bewill
of
come
to to
fruition
soon andincould
service
healthvery
professionals
Indiabe
andof
service
to health professionals
in India and
and
the developing
world. As scientists
the
developing
and
engineers,
it is world.
our dutyAsandscientists
responsibiliengineers,
is our
duty
ty to workit for
society
- atand
no responsibility
point is this
tomessage
work louder
for society
- atthe
noworld
point
is this
than when
is facing
a
message
louder
when the world
facing
problem
at anthan
unprecedented
scaleislike
thisa
problem
at We
an need
unprecedented
likeglobthis
pandemic.
to be more scale
open to
pandemic.
We need
to be
more
to global
al collaboration
than
ever
andopen
leverage
our
collaboration
thanSoever
and technology
leverage we
our
collective efforts.
that the
collective
the to
technology
we
develop efforts.
can be So
of that
service
those who
develop
can be of service to those who
are selfless.
are selfless.
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S A R S - C oV- 2 :
Where is the Vaccine?
Archi Banerjee

A

s this article is being written, my Google
Search
search is inundated with countless search
results for the possible vaccine options for
tackling the spread of COVID-19 disease. The
ingenuity of scientists and researchers working
around the world, round the clock is a force of
knowledge that has time and again proved in
turning tides of crises in favour of humanity. The
most impressive ones: a peptide based vaccine for
the novel coronavirus in its design stages which
is the brainchild of Dr Seema Mishra, Assistant
Professor of Bioinformatics and Systems biology
laboratory in the Department of Biochemistry at
University of Hyderabad; and an intranasal vaccine
for Covid 19, ‘CoroFlu’, being developed by Bharat
Biotech. Scientists in other parts of the globe too,
have taken a lead in fighting SARS CoV 2, for
example, the skin patch vaccine being developed
by the scientists at University of Pittsburgh School
of Medicine. When tested in mice, the vaccine,
delivered through a fingertip-sized patch, produces
antibodies specific to SARS-CoV-2 at quantities
thought to be sufficient for neutralizing the virus.

of smallpox and the restriction of diseases such
as polio, measles, and tetanus from much of
the world. The effectiveness of vaccination has
been widely studied and verified; for example,
vaccines that have proven effective include the
influenza vaccine, the HPV vaccine, and the
chicken pox vaccine - it might as well be our best
shot at establishing widespread immunity against
COVID-19. But how are scientists developing one?

The ‘Spike’ Protein - a clue
for vaccine makers

Previous research has revealed that coronaviruses
invade cells through so-called “spike” proteins,
but those proteins take on different shapes in
different coronaviruses. These proteins that the
coronavirus uses to attach to human cells have a
compact “ridge” that allow them to attach more
strongly to human cells than similar viruses,
allowing them to infect better and spread
faster. Protein modeling experiments on the
spike protein of the virus suggested that SARSSo much for the news. But how do vaccines CoV-2 has sufficient affinity to the angiotensin
actually work, and specifically, what is converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors of human
the science behind the latest ones being cells to use them as a mechanism of cell entry.
developed to fight against COVID 19?

Vaccines: The Science
Behind Them

Figuring out the shape of the spike protein in
SARS-Cov-2 is the key to figuring out how to target
the virus, said Jason McLellan, senior author of
the study and an associate professor of molecular
biosciences at the University of Texas at Austin. In
theory, the spike protein itself “could be either the
vaccine or variants of a vaccine,” McLellan said.
When you inject this spike-protein-based vaccine,
“humans would make antibodies against the spike,
and then if they were ever exposed to the live virus,”
the body would be prepared, he added. Infact,
using such ‘protein subunits’ in place of the entire
viral agent has proved to be effective in inducing
an immune response in the host, for example,
the subunit vaccine against Hepatitis B virus that
is composed of only the surface proteins of the
virus. The ‘spike’ protein, too, is a surface protein.

Active immunity is the acquired immunity which
results from the production of antibodies by the
immune system in response to the presence of an
antigen. A vaccine is a biological preparation that
provides active acquired immunity to a particular
infectious disease. It typically contains an agent
that resembles a disease-causing microorganism
and is often made from weakened or killed
forms of the microbe, its toxins, or one of its
surface proteins. The agent stimulates the body’s
immune system to recognize the agent as a threat,
destroy it, and to further recognize and destroy
any of the microorganisms associated with
that agent that it may encounter in the future. This technique is being utilised by the scientists
Widespread immunity due to vaccination is at University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine
largely responsible for the worldwide eradication to develop PittCoVacc - short for Pittsburgh
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CoronaVirus Vaccine. They have developed
a novel technique to deliver the drug called a
microneedle array, to increase potency. This
array is a fingertip-sized patch of 400 tiny needles
that delivers the spike protein pieces into the
skin, where the immune reaction is strongest.
The patch goes on like a Band-Aid and then the
needles—which are made entirely of sugar and
the protein pieces—simply dissolve into the skin.
“We developed this to build on the original
scratch method used to deliver the smallpox
vaccine to the skin, but as a high-tech version
that is more efficient and reproducible patient
to patient,” co senior author Louis Falo,
professor and chair of dermatology at Pitt’s
School of Medicine, said. “And it’s actually
pretty painless—it feels kind of like Velcro.”
When tested in mice, PittCoVacc generated a
surge of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 within
two weeks of the microneedle prick. A key
component of their research was utilising the
previous experience they had gathered by working
on the coronaviruses SARS-CoV and MERSCoV that caused SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome) in 2003 and MERS (Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome) in 2014 respectively.
“We had previous experience on SARS-CoV
in 2003 and MERS-CoV in 2014. These two
viruses, which are closely related to SARS-CoV-2,
teach us that a particular protein, called a spike
protein, is important for inducing immunity
against the virus. We knew exactly where to fight

this new virus,” said co-senior author Andrea
Gambotto, associate professor of surgery at
the Pitt School of Medicine. “That’s why it’s
important to fund vaccine research. You never
know where the next pandemic will come from.”
Amongst other popular approaches, there is
the experimental mRNA vaccine that has just
entered clinical trials. While PittCoVacc utilises
lab made pieces of the spike protein subunit, the
mRNA vaccine developed by Moderna, Inc. is
a messenger RNA that encodes for a ‘prefusion
stabilised form of the Spike Protein’. That is to say,
the RNA from the vaccine (the messenger RNA)
is delivered into cells in the body, which then
produce proteins that resemble or are identical
to proteins from the pathogen. These proteins are
then used by the body’s adaptive immune system
to produce antibodies against the pathogen,
causing future protection from the pathogen.
One vast advantage that an experimental
mRNA vaccine has is that such vaccines are
much faster to synthesise and begin testing
than traditional vaccines (which would either
require mass production of pathogen proteins).

Vaccine Developments in
our backyard
India too, has not been laggard in its pursuit of a
vaccine to fight COVID 19. An intranasal vaccine
for Coronavirus, ‘CoroFlu’ is under development,
vaccine-maker Bharat Biotech said on April 3rd.

An international collaboration of virologists at
the University of Wisconsin–Madison and the
vaccine companie FluGen along with Bharat
Biotech has begun the development and testing
of CoroFlu. CoroFlu will build on the backbone
of FluGen’s flu vaccine candidate known as
M2SR, a self-limiting version of the influenza
virus, based on an invention by UW–Madison
virologists and FluGen co-founders Yoshihiro
Kawaoka and Gabriele Neumann. Kawaoka’s lab
will insert gene sequences from SARS-CoV-2,
the novel coronavirus that causes the disease
COVID-19, into M2SR so that the new vaccine
will also induce immunity against the coronavirus.
“We are going to modify M2SR by adding part Typically, an autoimmune response is the subject
of the coding region for the coronavirus spike for modulation and the vaccine consists of T cells
protein that the virus uses to latch onto cells specifically reactive to the target autoantigen.
and begin infection,”said Gabriele Neumann.
Four Phase I and Phase II clinical trials involving
hundreds of subjects have shown the M2SR flu
vaccine to be safe and well tolerated. This safety
profile, M2SR’s ability to induce a strong immune
response, and the ability of influenza viruses to
carry sequences of other viruses make M2SR an
attractive option for rapidly developing CoroFlu
as a safe and effective SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.
Another news of a possible vaccine candidate comes
from the University of Hyderabad where Dr. Seema
Mishra, Assistant Professor of Bioinformatics and
Systems biology laboratory in the Department
of Biochemistry, is working on a T-cell receptor
peptide vaccine that is currently in its design stages.
“This peptide vaccine is based on the fact that
immune cells inside the body, called T cells,
recognise the viral peptide (also called T cell
epitope) on the cell surface as foreign and quickly
mount an immune response to destroy that cell
in order to clear the infection,” Dr. Mishra
said. This approach is different from the
methods that exploit the Spike Protein
on the SARS-CoV-2. T cell vaccines
modulate immune responses in
which T cells are administered
as immunogenic agents.
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Lessons from the resilient
scientific community
We are facing a crisis of proportions not seen
since the two World Wars. At a time when over
20 percent of the world population is under some
form of an imposed lockdown, these scientists
are working from home tirelessly to think of new
vaccines with minimal side effects to stop the
spread of COVID-19. Such a coordinated and
mass effort can only be a proof of our scientific
community’s dedication towards saving humanity
and its resilience in the face of a grave threat.
I’ve been reading up certain philosophical authors
of late, and have been formally introduced to
the concept of ‘stoicism’ - wherein “virtue is the
only good” for human beings, and that external
things—such as health, wealth, and pleasure,
maybe even technology in the post modern
world—are not good or bad in themselves, but
have value as “material for virtue to act upon.” The
Second World War showed us the destructive side
of technology - perhaps it is time for science to
make amends for its shady history, and the path
will be laid down by the virtuous and dedicated
scientific community of the 21st Century.
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Understanding Lockdown
Effects on Cities with local
transmissions of COVID-19
Gaurav Suryawanshi and Varun Madhavan
Transportation

The model is completely based on Bayesian
probability. It tries to simulate a real-world city with
people, jobs, schools etc.

1. Daily expected people at intecity transportation
service.
2. Variance of expected people at intercity.
3. Sub-class of local transportation service available
4. Expected people at each subclass per day.

New non city
residents are
new persons

Population Params
Population Distribution
Total Population
Density of Population
Expected members in a family
Variance of members in a
family.

Whether
infected

Where do
they work?

Virus Model

Travel?

Co-workers
and family

1. Name
2. Transportation Transmission
3. Rate (TR)
4. Education TR
5. Job TR
6. Commercial TR
7. Home TR
8. Death rate based on age.
9. Expected symptom time
10.Expected curetime based on
age
11.Full capacity death ratio

First Case is always brought by a non-city
resident (i.e imported).

Incoming Outgoing People
1. Incoming city and non city residents.
2. Outgoing city and non city residents
Workplace Model

Individuals

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In ideal case, one doctor would be able to
attend 1 patient in a perfect manner. If its >1
then the doctors are overburdened and death
rates increases.

3. Results when there exist no lockdown

1.The Model

Here sub-models of the bigger models are:

All details about virus death rates transmission rates is based on exposure time (for
instance, you have a large amount of exposure
when you are at home hence high chances of
transmission compared to someone shopping)
as per specified by WHO.

1. Various kinds of workplaces based on work types.
2. Various sub-class based on amount of people.
3. Total number of workplaces in each sub-class of each
kind.
Workplaces
3. People working the workplace
1. ID
2. Kind and Sub Class 4. People visiting the workplace.

Person Model
1. ID
2. Age
3. Age Class
4. Family
5. In City
6. Died
7. Infected

At which
place?

8. Workplace
9. Empl ID
Transaction Model
10. AgeClass
11. Grocery Place
1. Probablility that a family will
12. Local Transportaion
venture out for purchase
13. Reproduction Number 2. Resource Availability
Venture out for
groceries

2. Assumptions
As city is small all the Shops have expected
10-12 workers.

Every Office and Factory has expected 50
people.

All Educational Institutions have expected 100
Students.

Rest of Virus model parameters such as death
rates are based on existing database.

Once contacted you can’t get the disease back,
and once recovered you will be Quarantined
for 28 days before resuming activities.

Hospital Workers are immune to disease
[Wrong assumption but let’s assume govt is
proactive in providing them immunity].

In the Table above. Total True cases represent the actual number of cases asymptomatic
or symptomatic from the Government. Total Infected People is the current number of
infected people whether in hospital or asymptomatic. Hospitalized is the total number of
active cases government claims to be i.e symptomatic cases and they can’t spread the disease.
Results appear to be catastrophic if people
resume their activities as they usually do. This can
be understood to be what happened in
New York.
As this data suggests, with the first case
detected only after the 19th day, if no
lockdown is imposed, the city would be
completely devastated. The city would go
from its 1st official case on Day 22 to
45,962nd on day 39th i.e within the span of
17 days. Worst part about the no lockdown
policy is that when the government realizes it
has 45000 odd cases

The Final Result at Day 100:
1. Cumulative Cases: 92524 (92.5% of population)
2. Total Dead: 3952(3.95% of population; 4.27% of
total cases)
3. Peak Hospitalization Number: 76846(19.51 times
the hospital capacity) on Day 45 [25 days after
10th True Case]
4. Active cases < Deaths day: 65
5. 10th True Case Day: Day 20
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4. When Severe Lockdown for 21 days then complete normalcy

5. Severe Lockdown Case
Severe Lockdown as in case of China, results
in low peaks and is a very effective
measure. Though the economic cost is very
high, it could potentially be savior as
number of active cases is 2500 at tops.
The first case appears on Day 11,
and Education Lockdown on Day 31
[13 Cases], Office Lockdown Day 33 [135
cases], Social Distancing measures on Day
36 [668 Cases] and complete Lockdown
on Day 38 [1189 cases]. The Lockdown
decreases the rate of increase in true cases
immediately and there is no increase in true
cases since Day 52. By Day 74 there are no
active cases. This results in less deaths
and less cases, but comes at a great
economic cost.

However good it seems, a 21 day lockdown
is
essentially
but
not
sufficient
to
eliminate the Disease. The Disease starts
to flatten out but again peaks after a
few days
of
Normal-Like
environment.
The government can easily be deceived
that the Virus has been eliminated but that
wouldn't actually be the case.
In this scenario, first case appeared on Day
10 and subsequently increased manifold
peaking at 7500 on Day 26. In this
simulation, the Schools and Colleges were
closed on Day 14 [Cases: 42], Offices on Day 15
[Cases: 111], Social distancing measures on Day
17 [Cases: 276], And finally transporation services
i.e complete lockdown on Day 18 [Cases:1114].
After peaking till Day 30 at 8097 [12th Day of
the lockdown], the number of active cases
decreased sharply to 3637 on Day 39 and further
till 890 on Day 46. As visible from the table,
number of true cases doesn't increase even by 1
for 7 straight days between 33rd to 39th indicating
that the Lockdown as a measure is very effective [If
obeyed]. However, when lockdown was lifted on
Day 39 there were 12 Asymptomatic patients
which still remaining.
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Conclusion
Life-saver at a great economic cost. At least
40 days of Lockdown appears to be essential
to completely eliminate Local Transmissions.

The Final Result at Day 100:
1. Cumulative Cases: 3022 (3 % of population) Total
2. Dead: 63 (0.63% of population; 2.08% of
total cases)
3. Peak Hospitalization Number: 2546 (0.64
times the hospital capacity) on Day 45 [20
days after 10th True Case]
4. Active cases < Deaths day: 81
5. Lockdown Day: Day 38
6. 10th True Case Day: Day 25

Without the Lockdown in effect, these 12 people
were solely responsible for taking the cases from
890 at Day 46 to 69,496 at Day 62. Number of
true cases increased manifold from 9846 on Day
39 to 74,815 at Day 51.

Conclusion

Even if it appears that the cases are sharply going
down during and after the Lockdown period it might
not truly be the case. As is evident, 932 is the Cases
at Day The
47, but
the Result
true number
was100:
far higher at
Final
at Day
17,160. This indicates that just 21 day Lockdown
solely may not be enough.

The Final Result at Day 100:
1. Cumulative Cases: 92584 (92.5% of population)
2. Total Dead: 3864 (3.86% of population; 4.17% of
total cases)
3. Peak Hospitalization Number: 69496(17.00 times
the hospital capacity) on Day 62 [53 days after
10th True Case]
4. Active cases < Deaths day: 81
5. Lockdown Day: Day 18
6. Lockdown lifted: Day 39
7. 10th True Case Day: Day 9
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6. Pure Social Distancing; Non-closure of Workplace

With a delayed peak and less peak
hospitalization demand, more lives could be
saved.
If a lot of lives are saved, herd immunity
develops and it helps in future outbreaks.
This measure seems good but at the cost of
lives.
Here
social
distancing
was
implemented from day 0. The 10th case was
detected on Day 26. The number of
hospitalized seems to peak at Day 88
which is far more days to prepare for. Note
that this simulation doesn’t take into
account that the government would be
better prepared at Day 88, and treats the level
of preparedness same as Day 0. So, true deaths
might be a lot lesser. The curve is severely
flattened in this case which is a good sign. The
borders in this simulation were closed on Day
56 when the cases rose to 1167.

Conclusion

Social distancing ensures herd immunity. By
Day 100, 47,942 people are immune to the
disease and there is less economic impact as the
workplace remains open. However, the drawback
remains that a large number of lives would be
lost.

The Final Result at Day 100:

1. Cumulative Cases: 68912 (68.91 % of population)
2. Total Dead: 2479 (2.479 % of population; 3.5% of
total cases)
3. Peak Hospitalization Number: 33966(10 times the
hospital capacity) on Day 88 [69 days after 10th
True Case]
4. Active cases < Deaths day: Is somewhere greater
than 100
5. Borders Closed day:56
6. 10th True Case Day: Day 19

Final Conclusion
This conclusion is short term-based conclusions.

So overall, this model suggests various policies that the government can adopt at the city level. Though
figures might not represent the exact real-world scenario because they are dependent on various parameters
mentioned in [1]. Note that each of this simulation is based on a random city generated before the
simulations began, so exact numbers may not represent the scene but they do represent proportions. If
anyone has any doubts, suggestions etc you can reach out to the guest author at gauravs1729@gmail.com.

In this simulation, only pure social
distancing
has
been
implemented
without closing down commercial places
and other places of work. The only
Lockdown as a preventive measure is the
Transportation services being shut after 1000
cases. This model was implemented in the
UK (Note that the UK withdrew it later).
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However, this approach would have a lesser
economic cost than a Lockdown.
Social Distancing measures seem very
effective at start, but they eventually would
lead to a rise in a large number of cases.
However, Social distancing flattens the curve a
lot.
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Solutions for India
Gaurav Suryawanshi and Varun Madhavan

I

n continuation to previous article, I present some
solutions for Covid-19 specific to India. We
already know our Hon’ble Prime Minister has declared
Lockdown for 21 days and has extended it for
further 20 Days. In my last article I clearly
highlighted why 21 days lockdown may not be enough,

and suggested a 40-day lockdown which seems to
be the case. In these set of simulations, I present the
rationale behind India’s strategy. Major difference in
contrast to previous simulation is every simulation is
run 4 times in parallel to avoid outliers and increase
sample space. Also, the lockdown dates have been
defined exactly how Government of India did [1]:

When
Cases > 110

When
Cases > 137

When
Cases > 468

When
Cases > 519

Complete
education
system locked
[15th March in
Real Dates]

Social
Distancing
Implemented of
degree 2[17th
March].

Transportation
services barred
[23rd March]

Complete
Lockdown [24th
March]

Conclusion

Statistics for Day 100 Post 10th True case day

The number of cases remain low
if the lockdown is implemented
early enough, but rise exponentially after the lockdown is lifted. Just a
21-day lockdown is not enough to
significantly lower the number of
cases. For more details you
can visit the previous article

Success: 0
Median Total Cases: 90339
Failures: 4
Median Deaths: 3684
Average Total Cases: 90205 [1989.9 Std Dev]
Average Deaths: 3725 [131.15 Std Dev] (4.12% of the
average total Cases)
Mean Peak Hospitalization Number: 62990 [Std Dev
of 7341.02]
Peak Hospitalization Day: 72th Day [Std Dev of 6.01]

3. Why 40-Days Lockdown

In the following simulations the same criteria have been used for initiating the lockdowns. A lockdown is
termed as a success when total cases increase<10000 post lockdown with no rate of increase at the end.

1. Important Terms
Social Distancing of degree x: represents that the transmission rates have fallen by ratio of 1/x. So, if
transmission rate is 0.2, social distancing of degree 2 will mean 0.2/2=0.1 which would be our new
transmission rate
Peak Hospitalization Number: Max number of
patients admitted at a particular time

Peak Hospitalization Day: Number of days
required to reach peak hospitalization Number
post 10th True case day

10th True Case Day: Day when total true cases
reach 10.

Mean: Average

Std Dev: How much reliable is our data.

Median: Middle value

2. Why 21-Day Lockdown Might be A Failure*

*Please refer
refer to
to the
the note
note in
in the
the last
last section.
section.
*Please
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Conclusion
A 40-day lockdown, with all services and
institutions opened after 40 days of lockdown,
reduces the total number of cases significantly across all
simulations. The peak number of hospitalizations is
also significantly lower, which would prevent the
health services from getting overloaded as they are in
other countries right now. Only a few cases
appear in the last few days of the lockdown and most
importantly, the number of new cases continues to fall even after the lockdown is lifted. The
number of cases which rise after the lockdown is mainly
dependent on number of asymptomatic carriers left,
with 40 day lockdown it seems that the number of
asymptomatic carriers are reduced to 0. However,

asymptomatic carriers are reduced to 0. Note
that the borders were still closed after 40-day
lockdown nullifying any chances of imported case.

4. What If Only Social Distancing was implemented after a 21 day lockdown

Statistics for Day 100 Post 10th
True case day
Success: 4
Median Total Cases: 13030
Failures: 0
Median Deaths: 463.5
Average Total Cases: 15,183 [7218.1 Std Dev]
Average Deaths: 534 [265.66 Std Dev] (3.51% of the
average total Cases)
Mean Peak Hospitalization Number: 12102 [5785.77
Std Dev]
Peak Hospitalization Day: 36th Day [4.76 Std
Deviation]

4. Why not 30-Days
You might ask why 40 days, can it be a bit less like 30 days. We’ve analysed and let to the following conclusion

Conclusion
All 4 Times 80000+ Cases were reached, indicating
that Lockdown with normal social distancing is not
enough. With statistics mentioned below with 84197
average cases almost 85% people are affected indicating
the measure is a failure. Average deaths linger around
3.98% at 3347 indicating lives are lost. However, with
68 days preparation time for Peak hospitalization,
it is reasonable to say 21 days lockdowns does help
the government to prepare better. With low standard
deviation graphs can be considered quite accurate.
The peak asymptomatic carriers of 23971 indicates
government data cannot be considered reliable in
such cases.

Statistics for Day 100 Post 10th
True case day
Average Total Cases: 84,197 [820 Std Dev]
Average Deaths: 3347 [55.8 Std Dev] (3.98% of the average total Cases)
Mean Peak Hospitalization Number: 54114 [Std Dev
of 1922.9]
Mean Peak Hospitalization Number: 54114 [Std Dev
of 1922.9]
Peak Asymptomatic cases post 21 days Lockdown:
23971
Success: 0
Median Total Cases: 84436
Failures: 4
Median Deaths: 3355

5. Only Educational Places Shut Down And no Imported cases [Borders are closed]
Conclusion

Since the number of cases leading up to the lifting of the lockdown was very less, we might be tempted to
lift the lockdown a little earlier. While this was effective in 3 out of 4 simulations, in the last one the effect
was catastrophic, with 81.6% of the population infected.
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As more than 40% of Indian population is
still p ursuing education in some form, it might be
tempting just to close down schools. However, the
results are more mixed for this case. While the
number of asymptomatic carriers after the lockdown

are pretty low and without mass gatherings like
classes, cases rises at a slow pace. However only 1 out
of 4 times, the asymptomatic carriers were enough to
affect from 21% to 43% by day 100. Even in this case
their spread was slow giving government the
necessary time. This simulation also assumes borders
are not reopen after the lockdown.
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6. Final Conclusion
A lockdown is mostly meant successful if number of asymptomatic carriers are close to 0 after
the lockdown.[2] With a worst case 14 days
incubation period a t l e a s t 40 days seems
necessary. In real world, mischiefs and nonsocial distancing can skew that number. Also,
any measure taken must ensure borders are
closed or are at least testing enforced thoroughly.

Statistics for Day 100 Post 10th
True case day

What if Borders were not
closed

Average Total Cases: 25,591 [14303.49 Std Dev]
Average Deaths: 921 [518.5 Std Dev] (3.58% of the average total Cases)
Mean Peak Hospitalization Number: 15925 [7635.59
Std Dev
Peak Hospitalization Day: 26th Day [5.95 Std
Deviation]
Median Total Cases: 25,293
Success: 2
Median Deaths: 915
Failures: 2

Opening the borders after the 21-day lockdown may
lead t o a high number of cases after a temporary
stop in the spread of the virus. Hence it is important
that the borders be kept closed even after the end
of the 21-day lockdown if government is only
considering educational shutdown. It is because
the rise of asymptomatic carriers can cause virus to
explode.
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Note: All conclusions are based on a randomly generated city, with citizens performing their jobs and
supporting family. Real Life scenario can be close to that, but not 100%. Also, this is for stage 3 transmissions
and not for stage 2 which currently India is believed to be in, In stage 2 rigorous contact tracing can lead to
fizzle out the asymptomatic cases, which is not possible here.

7. References
[1]: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_coronavirus_pandemic_in_India
[2]: https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200402-sitrep-73-covid-19.pdf?sfvrsn=5ae25bc7_2

Note : The above graphs show the results of different simulations taking parameters as described in section 1.
The results of each simulation is different because the movements of people is random, e.g. when the virus
first entered the city, how many people the first person infected etc. are all different. Lockdowns have been
imposed in the same way as the Govt. imposed them. In each case, educational institutes were closed when
the number of cases exceeded 110, transport services when the number of cases exceeded 468, and complete
lockdown was put in place when there were more than 519 confirmed cases
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Tackling Covid-19:
IIT Kanpur Way
Pratim Majumdar and Shaurya Shrivastava

distancing - the global consensus on our
Social
best bet to deal with the largest contagion in recent

history. Complete lockdown ensued in most countries
globally, which would be terminated only when the air
around us is considered safe to breathe. Novel devices
came up to heal the millions already infected, one such
ingenious product being a portable ventilator, a brain
child of Nocca Robotics, an incubated startup of IIT
Kanpur.
The product was constructed with indigenous components,
thus rendering it as cheap as 70000 INR compared to the
standard ventilators available in the market, which are priced
at no less than 4 Lakhs INR. The proposed design of the
ventilator was of an invasive type, as opposed to the non-in
vasive ventilators being currently developed. Standard Chartered,
as part of its Corporate Social Responsibility, has approved to inject
generous funds into the fabrication of this device, followed by its
testing and clinical trials.
Nocca Robotics, conceived by four graduates Nikhil Kurele,
Harshit Rathore, Tushar Agarwal and Abhishek Kulkarni, and IIT
Kanpur have assembled a 9-member team, inducting doctors from the
Narayana Institute of Cardiac Sciences, Bangalore, to vet the product,
along with consultations with a consortium comprising Bio-Medical
researchers, esteemed R&D specialists and leading supply chain
analysts from Med-Tech businesses. Harnessing their expertise to
plan the path for the translation of this idea into a tangible product,
following which the startup can manufacture 1000 ventilators within
a single month. The project is being coordinated by Prof Amitabha
Bandyopadhyay, Department of Biological Sciences and Bioengineering and Professor-in-Charge, Startup Innovation & Incubation
Center, IIT Kanpur.
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The ventilator is composed of a tube to directly pump
air into the lungs since COVID-19 patients have an
insurmountable predicament of breathing on their
own accord. The device is operational in both ambient
air, and medical air, with facilities to attach an oxygen
cylinder, as and when needed. The ventilator functions
in a pressure-controlled mode, thus the inhalation
may be patient-induced or mechanical. The ventilator
may be accessed through a mobile phone too, which
also displays the critical information of the patient.
Another team of researchers at the Department of Bio-sciences and Bio-engineering in IIT
Kanpur have been successful in designing a cheaper PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) for the
medical staff and doctors in India. The kit, which
has been named PIPES (Polyethylene-based
Improvised Protective Equipment under Scarcity) is
estimated to cost less than Rs. 100 if mass-produced.
India, like every other nation, has been
suffering from an acute shortage of gloves, masks and
gowns. This, in turn, handicaps the healthcare of the
country. The doctors, nurses and medical staff are at
the forefront of this war against the COVID-19 virus.
With an insufficient supply of PPEs, the healthcare
system would be crippled, which is surely not an

enticing prospect. The health care workers might stop
coming to work in such a scenario, or worse; they
could get infected themselves. The supply for PPE is
insufficient for the high demand due to the pandemic.
In such a scenario, the PIPES is a potential gamechanger. The PIPES was designed as a PPE but based
on thin cylindrical rolls of polyethene (polythene),
which is non-porous and commonly used for packaging and making carry bags. “The PIPES Kit may not be
visually appealing and as comfortable as the standard
PPE kit, but it meets the primary goal of protection
against infection. The usability of the kit has been
checked, and feedback from doctors has taken,” says
Prof. Nitin Gupta, Professor at the Department of
Bio-sciences and Bio-engineering at IIT Kanpur who
headed the team of researchers who designed this mask.
Several companies and institutes have been
working hard on finding frugal innovative technologies which will help us win this war against the Coronavirus. The situation is indeed grim, but with innovations like these, we might succeed in passing through
this stage without much damage. And if some of
these innovations work out, we might be successful in
“flattening the curve”, which is essential to minimise
the impact of COVID-19.
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From Chat-bots to
Chromosomes:
How Scientists are
combating the coronavirus
Varun Madhavan
modelling tHe spread of covid-19
The foremost priority of all efforts to limit the
damage caused by the Coronavirus is Containment.
Public health efforts to contain the spread of the
virus depend heavily on predicting how the disease
is going to spread further. Since resources are finite,
governments and nonprofits are attempting to deploy
them in the best way to limit the spread as much as
possible. Timely action in Singapore, Hong Kong
and India (social distancing and travel restrictions in
particular) have proven to be successful in containing
the virus compared to the catastrophic effect of lax
early actions in Italy, where almost 20,000 lives have
been lost and over 1.5lakh people have been affected.
Modern computational power allows us to build
statistical models to quickly incorporate multiple
inputs, such as a given disease’s ability to pass from
person to person and the movement patterns of
potentially infected people travelling by air and land.
This process sometimes involves making assumptions
about unknown factors, such as an individual’s exact
travel pattern. By plugging in different possible
versions of each input, however, researchers can
update the models as new information becomes
available and compare their results to observed
patterns for the illness. For example, if investigators
want to study how closing a particular airport could
affect a disease’s global spread, their computers
can swiftly recalculate the risk of importing cases
through other airports—all the humans need to do is
update the network of flight routes and international
travel patterns.

wHy is it difficult to model tHe spread
of tHe virus?
As is often the way with infectious diseases,
modelling the spread of COVID-19 is proving to be
difficult. Since the infection is relatively new, reliable
data is scarce. Uncertainty about statistics such as the
reproduction number (the average number of new
cases caused by an infected individual) or the fatality
rate can have a butterfly effect of making a model’s
predictions off by several orders of magnitude.
Additionally, models now also have to take
into consideration the impact of public health
interventions—such as the adoption of face masks,
school closures or larger governmental measures,
such as China’s decision to quarantine entire cities—
along with international travel bans and constraints,
and also when these measures were taken—e.g a
quarantine of Wuhan probably won’t be very effective
now that the virus has spread to other places.

so How do tHese models work?
Because each unknown factor introduces more
uncertainty to a model, some researchers favour
focusing on a more limited model that relies on
just one main factor. One such group has used
international flight data (collected from official
aviation databases such as India’s Directorate
General of Civil Aviation) to predict which airports
represent the highest-risk getaways for the virus
to spread worldwide and an expected sequence of
countries in which the virus would spread. Despite
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not factoring individual’s movements on the ground
and any sort of probability factor for person-toperson transmission, the model’s predictions were
very much in line with the actual spread (the model
was tested after the fact).
Another recent effort to estimate how the
coronavirus is spreading—both inside China and
internationally—also
incorporates
individual
mobility data from both flights and ground-travel
patterns during the period of the Lunar New Year
holiday (which fell on January 25 this year) when
the outbreak was picking up steam. In a paper
published in The Lancet on January 31, Hong Kong
based researchers estimated this year’s holiday
travel patterns by using information from the 2019
Lunar New Year travels of millions of people who
used the WeChat app and other services owned by
Chinese tech giant Tencent. Unlike the purely travelfocused models, however, this study also included
person-to-person transmission estimates, along
with travel patterns based on both official flight data
and Tencent’s individual mobility data. Its results
suggest COVID-19 had already taken root in many
major Chinese cities as of January 25 and that those
cities’ international airports helped spread the virus
internationally.
Another crucial aspect being studied is the impact of
social distancing and nationwide lockdowns that are
being imposed in many countries. One such study
by Gaurav Suryanwanshi, a 4th year Undergraduate
from IIT Kharagpur, uses Bayesian probability to

simulate how fast the virus would spread in a city
under varying levels of lockdown. The study suggests
that just a 21-day lockdown might not be enough to
make a serious impact on the total number of cases,
and may actually disguise the true number of cases.
Read a detailed analysis of how the model works in
an article by Gaurav himself in this issue.
Though there are errors and pitfalls in every model,
if multiple models point in the same direction,
we can be reasonably sure of at least some level of
correctness of the results.

combating fake news
Containment measures aside, it is equally important
to ensure the society continues to function smoothly,
to maintain Control. Amidst the COVID-19
pandemic, a lot of fake news has been surfacing, which
can incite panic and in extreme cases communal
unrest. Researchers are building systems to check
the spread of fake news articles via social media sites.
In addition to this, governments and public interest
NGOs are setting up websites to provide reliable
sources of information about the virus.
Researchers at IIT Bombay have launched a factchecking platform called Kauwa-Kaate. The platform
is aimed at providing an easy to use interface for
an end-user to verify the validity of an article or a
forwarded message. Kauwa-Kaate is accessible
through multiple interfaces - users can forward
articles to a WhatsApp number, or can share the

articles with a mobile app, or can copy-paste the
text/images into a web interface. Given an article or
image, the system crawls a number of fact-checking
sites (such as AltNews, BoomLive, factly.in etc.) and
reputed news outlets (Times of India, India Today,
The Hindu etc.) and returns similar articles that have
appeared on these sites. Based on this, the article is
labelled as trustworthy.
In addition to text, the platform also accepts image
or video queries. Fake news sometimes appears as a
combination of text and images that may individually
be valid but are taken in different contexts. KauwaKaate allows the user to query the validity of the
image and the text taken together. In addition to
this, the system is capable of extracting text from
screenshots using Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) and querying the text automatically
The team at IIT Bombay is currently working on
estimating the bias and trustworthiness of the
websites themselves, using references in tweets. The
idea could be to evaluate an inherent bias in the site
itself (particularly in political views) or bias with
respect to a particular topic. They are also working
on completely automating the chat-based interface.
The government has launched a WhatsApp chatbot
— called MyGov Corona Helpdesk — to get
instant authoritative and reliable answers to their
coronavirus queries such as the symptoms of the
viral disease and how they could seek help. The
platform has gained an impressive 2.5 crore users
as of March 30. The bot was built by Mumbai-based
firm Haptik Technologies, which local telecom giant
Reliance Jio acquired last year, and the information
is being provided by the Ministry of Health. Users
can interact with the bot in both Hindi and English.
However, the bot only accepts a few standard queries.

Haven’t
before?

sucH

pandemics

Happened

Now that we’ve seen some symptomatic treatment
efforts, we look into how we can deal with the
problem of viral diseases at the root level, the Cure.
The transmission of a virus from animals to humans
is nothing new. A virus transmitted from an animal
to a human is called a zoonotic virus, and this
transmission is called a spillover event.
While the new coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 (which
causes COVID-19) is the latest example, a host
of infectious and deadly diseases have hopped
from animals to humans and even from humans
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to animals. Multiple strains of H1N1 have caused
pandemics, including the 2009 flu pandemic and the
1918 outbreak known as the Spanish flu. Some studies
estimated that 11 to 21% of the global population at
the time—or around 700 million to 1.4 billion people
(of a total of 6.8 billion)—contracted the illness.
Other well-known examples are Rabies (caused
mostly by dog bites, though other animals are also
carriers), Ebola (believed to have originated from
infected bats and non-human primates) and SARS
(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, transmitted to
humans through civet cats), to name just a few. This
phenomenon is hardly limited to viruses; bacteria
and parasites are also often transmitted in this way.
The Black Death - caused by the bacterium Yersinia
pestis, carried by rodents and transmitted to humans
by infected fleas - is believed to have caused between
75-125 million deaths globally. On a side note, it’s
interesting to note that bats have been the origin of
a number of viral diseases because they are excellent
hosts.

so

can we use past spillover events to
our advantage?

After the SARS outbreak of 2003, scientists began to
pay more attention to zoonotic viruses and spillover
events. This new urgency—combined with the
arrival of new sequencing technologies catalyzed
by the Human Genome Project—kicked off a viral
discovery boom. Scientists began to sequence the
genomes of viruses, particularly coronaviruses, that
occur in wild animal populations around the world.
This data was made publicly available through
GenBank, an annotated collection of all publicly
available nucleotide sequences and their protein
translations. Started in 1982, has become an
invaluable tool for virologists for developing targeted
treatments for diseases like Covid-19 by inhibiting
the mechanisms by which the viruses infect human
cells. GenBank has grown enormously in recent years,
with the number of sequences doubling rough every
18 months. A quick search on the GenBank reveals
more than 40,000 sequences for coronaviruses alone.
The Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS),
also called the Camel Flu, broke out in 2012. It was
caused by a beta-coronavirus derived from bats
and transmitted to humans through camels. When
scientists sequenced the the MERS-coronavirus
(MERS-CoV), they noticed that the protein it used
to attack human cells was similar to the one used by
another coronavirus called HKU4-CoV, discovered
in bats in the Guangdong province of China.
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How can we use tHe genome of sarscov-2 virus for developing a cure?

The genome of the HKU4-CoV
had been fully sequenced in 2007.
However, no one had observed
these similarities when the MERS
pandemic was at its peak. If this
data had been available at the time,
scientists would have had a head start
at figuring out how it’s transmitted
and what drugs might work against
it.

In early January, Chinese health authorities
announced they had isolated the pathogen behind
the mysterious outbreak. It was a novel coronavirus,
never before seen in humans. Researchers around
the world pounced on the data—to try to figure out
where the virus had come from and gather clues
about how it was attacking human cells. On January
10, Chinese scientists made the virus’ genome
public. “All of a sudden we had this outbreak and this
perfect opportunity to demonstrate the power of the
approach. We dropped everything to try to identify
the receptor,” Letko said. Using the genome, Letko
was able to locate the RBD sequence, the stretch of
code that carries instructions for the key receptorbinding tip. This allowed him to isolate the attack site
of the virus. It turns out that the Chinese coronavirus
infects human cells using the same receptor that
SARS uses, ACE2. This receptor is prevalent in lung
cells, notable because the new coronavirus (now
officially named Sars-Cov-2) causes a cough in mild
cases and severe respiratory distress in the worst.

Coronaviruses are so named because
of the array of spike proteins on their
surface that, under magnification,
look like a crown. Those spike
proteins are what the virus uses
to gain entry to host cells, where
it can replicate and spread. Most
coronaviruses have nearly identical
spike proteins, save for the very tip of
what’s called “the receptor-binding
domain,” or RBD. Subtle differences
in the shape of this part of the spike
dictate which kinds of cells the virus
can infect. Michael Letko, a virologist
at the Laboratory of Virology at the
Rocky Mountain Laboratories in the
U.S (Hamilton, Montana), has built
a system of synthetic virus particles
engineered to express a generic
version of the coronavirus spike
protein, in which we can change
the sequences of the RBDs. These
particles can enter cells like viruses
but do not replicate, instead, they
trigger a chemical reaction causing
the cells to fluoresce yellow-green.
This allows us to observe which
RBDs bind to which receptor and to
what extent.
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Letko was able to get this information just seven days
from the release of the genome. “It’s unbelievably
fast, almost too fast to imagine,” says Kristian G.
Andersen, an infectious disease geneticist at Scripps
Research Institute (not involved in the work).
Such speed could prove pivotal during the current
outbreak. With vaccines and new therapeutics still
months away from being ready for human testing,

so ur ce: vis ual cap it alis t

Using this system of synthetic viruses,
scientists can produce experimental
data about whether or not a virus
can infect human cells and identify
which cells the virus is most likely
to infiltrate. If we can characterize
the viruses that are capable of
crossing the species barrier, we may
be able to prevent future pandemics
by isolating potential sources of
infection and by developing vaccines
in advance. Knowledge of similarities
in the genomes of different viruses
would also be instrumental in the
development of vaccines.

Other groups, working with just sequence data in
that first week following the genome’s publication,
used computer modelling to guess at what the spike
protein looked like and which receptors it might use.
They too, posited that it would use ACE2.

the only hope of combatting—rather than simply
containing—the virus is repurposing pre-existing
drugs. And the trick to picking the right one is to
know which might block the virus’ path to entry. “A
lot of that comes down to how it binds to human
cells,” said Andersen. “Studies like this, which show
the binding experimentally, is critical.”
Using this knowledge, scientists are developing
ACE2 inhibitors to prevent the virus from infecting
humans at all. Currently, the ACE inhibitors that
have been tested successfully on humans only work
to block a different receptor, not ACE2. Screening for
chemicals that might prevent the new coronavirus
from entering ACE2 has already begun.
In the next few months, Letko will be leaving
Hamilton to start his own lab at Washington State
University. There, he plans to expand his project
to study the other families of coronaviruses, and
the proteins they use not only to enter cells but to
evade immune systems and spread between people.
Eventually, he hopes his lab will be one of many across
the world using the system he built to characterize
coronaviruses, creating a database of information
about protein interactions that scientists can use to
quickly flag new viruses that might have pandemic
potential.
“For all the people collecting and generating all
these sequences, we need just as many people
characterizing them,” says Letko. “It’s going to take a
really big effort. But I think it will be worth it.”
However, fast as they are, these computational models
will not be fast enough to develop new drugs targeted
to ACE2 in time to quell the current outbreak. But
they can prepare us for future outbreaks.
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